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David Lynch's little freak-out in 1986 does not lack off sequences, but there is something especially disconcerting in this prolonged divert with Hopper insect eyes). We have overcome our wax batteries (that is, Blu-ray collections) to collect the most powerful examples of cinema, which allows iconic uses of the classical music and jazz along with the
expected pop igitos. For an artist to do the top 40, he or she needs to have high radio reproductions. In a little time in which the sick humor was the only sensible reaction to the notions of nuclear arms, the call returning from Kubrick to this old favorite, which plays with a parade of clouds of fungi, goes a lot more Of the irony. "There is no day in my
life that I do not feel like fraud," says one of them, anguished. Sissy Spacek and Martin Sheen create an Edãso Nico in the forest; You expect it to last forever. "Joshua Rothkopf Buy, Rent or watch Badlands Download" Gassenhauer "on Amazon, watch the video of" Gassenhauer "by Carl Orff, most of the possessions on the screen lead to the screams.
Dylan's popular prophecy The history of the protagonists of Superhã © ros of history, from its peak of the Second World War to a Caía of the Vietnam era ". Look at the video of "The Times they are a-changin '" by Bob Dylan Sofia Coppola thwart from postpunk anachronic in her portrait of the Queen of the 18th century causes a head scratch between
the historical purists. It is a list of the 100 most popular songs in the US advertising fence. Uu. Your total weeks in the table. More questions of the questions. Net go to content to It was called the "needle fall", when a Martin Scorsese or Quentin Tarantino chose a piece of pre -existing music and and He depressed it under a dramatic scene, with
psychic results. He only tries not to smile (diabrically) when you listen to it ": Joshua Rothkopf Buy, rent or see the Dé of Ferris Bueller download" Oh Yeah "on Amazon, see the video of" OH YEAH "of the Yello de Lupine transformation of Yello David Naughton Estã The Cooke of The Rodgers and Hart Standard configured, so it is the most memorable
(and discordant) of the Wink-Wink-Wink-Dudos musical options of John Landis. It is a moment of gene, at any time, at any time, an internal state that few filmmakers have nailed as expert as Lynne Ramsay de Scotia. Velvet Morning "by Lee Hazlewood and Nancy Sinatra Zack Snyder the adaptation faithful to a fault of Alan Moore and the influential
grass novel of Dave Gibbons is a failure, except for his fascinating sequence of Bob Dylan's opening credits. Bill Haley's side of 1954 became tons of adolescents to this new strident sound, the first use of the music rock in a movie, but far from the last, Papé¡-o. Download "Rock Around the Clock" on Amazon "Watch the video of" Rock Around the Clock
"by Bill Haley and the comets This simple passionate of the 70s is the soul of the most romantic movie of Quentin Tarantino : Robert Forster's Grizzled Bondsman listens To Jackie Brown "I did not? No (I didn't have your mind this time) "For the Delphonics, this almost primary scene begins with two young adults flirting in a corvair in a lane of lovers,
until the headlights of a mysterious car stop THEM. The Gotham Black and White Tour of Photography Director Gordon Willis combined with Gershwin's Ode completely capture poetry and the sound of the streets. Billboard Hot 100 The Billboard Hot 100 is published weekly by Billboard Magazine. (Above is the trface: prepare, and here there is a link
to the scene. The high -artification work and low in 1924 as a "musical caleidoscope of amatica". But after its company ± ero Brooklynite Woody Allen established the inaugural assembly of its local reference points and life crowded in the exclusive melodí of the composer, you cannot avoid thinking in a specific city every time you hear those fanatic of
joy of jazz. A clear clip of the scene is here.) The Signature Track Off the Duo 1966 The 1966 ã "At Amazonã ¢ see the" The Sound of Silence "video of Simon and Garfunkel, they show more when the serial killer, Jame" Buffalo Bill "of Gumba Prims and Sashays in a strange interlude of the classic of the classic of Jonathan Demme suspense is listening
to this popular pop. song Even while he watched the sequence for the first time, he felt like a classic and still does. The consumption of music has increased, but musical sales are low. When David Fincher returns to the winding rhythm of Donovan in his final chance, the melodí has been transformed. To trace sales and transmission, the calendar of
the list of Hot 200 a few days are delayed to cover a full week of sales. Haystack The innovative makeup work can bring to the howl, but this lunar ballad adds a dark dose of lightness.: David Fear Purchase, rent or sees an American werewolf in London Download "Blue Moon" in Amazon watch the video of "Blue Moon "By Sam Cooke underestimate
the curative power of Elton John: as the Rock Band of the 70s of The Autobiographical Drama of Cameron Crowe accumulates in his tourism autobã, all are in a funk. Even as long as we laugh, the song of the song acquires dark nuances, in fact, someone "got". Nielsen tracks the radio stations throughout the country and measures that songs are
reproducing. Take a look at more posters on the slides above. Everyone's faith is about to be proven. All, from Elvis Presley to cat food commercial manufacturers, have kidnapped this work inspired by Nietzsche for their great tickets, but Kubrick arrived first; When the crime for the 2001 title appears under that sustained musical explosion, the
combination of sound and image has already transported it to infinity and more there. Look at the video to speak Zarathustra by Richard Strauss Show Moreby when entering their email address, accepts our terms for use and polythetic of privacy and consent to receive electronic emails about news about news, events, offers and couple promotions.
Be signed! Thank you for subscribing! He states attentive to his first bulletin in his inbox soon! More in time in a drunk party girl throws clothes (and vergã¼enza) in this, the most notorious scene of the director's career. Vita Download "Patricia" on Amazon, see the video of "Patricia" of the Pã © Rez Prado Orchestra in an excellent early scene of the
cult debut of Richard Kelly, Jake Gyllenhaal's depressive marginalized walk for his of the high school. The radio remains the most popular form of consuming music. Blasting blasting Hopper and Peter Fonda tool on the road in their Harleys, the song triggered an explosion of sound bands with the music of the counterculture of the years 60. Look at
the video of "Born to Be Wild" of the Steppenwolf Morethe Sad Rise Rise And the porn star Dirk Diggler arrives at its catharsis in this legendary sequence, a drug agreement that has become bad. The happy letters of the song make this addict nightmare be more disturbing; It is the "perfect" example of Ironãa with a needle needle. "David Fear
Purchase, Rent or Mira Trainspotting Download" Perfect Day "at Amazon looks at the" Perfect Day "video of Lou Reed from 1983". The world could love Tom Cruise without reservations, this euphic scene of Geeked underwear is coming, set in the Bob Seler bar band styles. An ashamed Ethan Hawke shrinks on behalf of all involved. The four -parts
coltrane suite, before the music widow asked her to change the title. Kilgore's Air-Calvary attack sounds like a blow to the hammer of the gods. What has curious Collegian Jeffrey Beaumont (Kyle Maclachlan) in? The mythical stature of this Pop Magnum's work only increased when Francis Ford Coppola placed it on the tracelical prone such as
Pandora, Spotify, Apple Music, Yahoo Music and Aol Music are counted for the total number of transmissions. QT places Wheel benign folk-pop melodí on an unlikely scene in which a police is tortured throughout the psychotic and driving Michael Madsen. But more heartbreaking of everything? No other melodé would have been so crazy. Download
the "I Got You Babe" Dam on Amazon, see the video of "I Got You Babe" by Sonny & Cher The scene par excellence of Ben Stiller's Gen-X romance takes place in a mart of food like Winona Ryder and above and- The reciés arrived Steve Zahn and Janeane Garofalo "oundically" are put to this exuberant song of new wave. Compaã ± ãa of data nielsen
data tracks what people are listening to every week in 19 different countries and compiles the information for the lists of the music music. Greater of the 40 best hits of the 40 main hits is removed by the Hot 100 list published weekly by Billboard magazine. This includes places, mass merchants, retail chains, independent stores and digital downloads.
But starting things with the Marxist of Gang of Four is inspired: the song immediately shows consumption samples within the appointments of contextuals. The nuns pass, their techniques doubled in ghostly waves. The forgotten band that wrote the melodí, a minor who supplies the attitude. His path around the narcotics, but surely he has never had a
trip like the sequence of the suede of bowling in the desecrated comedy of The Coen. The old letter of the old beatle wishes and the emotional elevation of The Moment, a crying gather That Wes Anderson really arrives, forever to live in the hearts of the Obsessives Geek with this assembly of the Max Fischer extracurricular ones, ranging from
"founder of the bombing society" to the director of Max Fischer Players. The children Rayan in the locker room. It is Halloween. (The song enters the 0: 50 seconds). Rhythm of the Night "On Amazon, watch the video of" The Rhythm of the Night "by Corona Steppenwolf, the basic element of classical rock became a hippie anthem once Dennis Hopper
was included by its story of two two Types hitting the open path. Cruise even in a couch and is fine. " Segeer and the Silver John Hughes bullet band, that poet of teenage-pop anguish, was forced to appear on this list somewhere. (Our clip includes the scene in advance). Ã ¢ â‚¬: David Fear buy, rent or see Dr. Strangelove or: how much I learned to
stop worrying and loving the bomb download "We will meet again" on Amazon, watch the video of "We We We Will Meet Again "of the 12 -minute dinner of Vera Lynn Jim Morrison, originally pretended as a breakdown of breakup, but with its explicit evocations of patricide and incest (also as the animal vocalizations of the main singer), the song
evolved to Something more allegorical, a greater consideration of the violent beast within all of us. (We cannot embed the specific part, but there is a link to it). "Joshua Rothkopf Buy, Rent or watch Goodfellas Download" Layla "on Amazon", see the video of Layla "of Derek and Dominoes the firm firm of music to ground a horror movie (and now an
instant evocation De Creeping Doom), Mike Oldfield's rock composition was selected for the opening theme of this 1973 box office after director William Friedkin rejected a complete original original score after an original score. If a recent cover of Muppets is an indication, this is the igite that continues to give. It is a direct reference to the heroãna
has been debated for a long time, but what is not debatable is Indeed Danny Boyle uses it, as an overdose Ewan McGregor McGregor It is in an imprisoned AtaãºD. It is a nightmare that you never want to wake up. ... then an eruption of ropes and wooden winds, punctuated by colossal timbales. But singing? This new series is a look at the world where
this practice realized the entire music industry. Created by the art director with headquarters at David Redon, the series presents Blaxploitation style posters for songs and ã¡lbumes of Amy Winehouse, 2pac and Jay-- Z. four in the mark of 0:30, along with other artists). "David Fear Purchase, rent or look at Marie Antoinette to see the video of"
Natural's Not in It "of Gang of Four is Taste to exploit the song of ã © xito de enya in the volume of eye glaze. However, the brothers coen greatly accelerate the humor by having the melancholic knight (the powerful Albert Finney) actually survive the ã ã © xito, returning a Fire hail of the underestimal while his favorite song concludes calmly. The
download of Miller's crossing "Danny Boy" on Amazon, watch the video of "Danny Boy" by Frank Patterson Gwyneth Paltrow is immortalized as the attractive Margot Tenenbaum with the eyes of Mapaches in the follow -up shooting of Wes Anderson, which captures a sweet gathering, a small track of nostalgia and the characteristic comfort of the
filmmaker, all wrapped in the thenotic beauty of the quiet voice of Nico. It is not so surprising that she is through this rhythm of Swiss engraving dance, a perfect complement to Ferrari's pranks that steal the main character. Touching a music video on YouTube also tells as a song reproduction. Thanks to the combo of the testimony of the song to the
soul soul salvation and the misfit sensitivity of Cusack, scene has become an iconic moment of Romanticism, parodied a million times a hall capable of making harassment in the eye. , while our Hã © Roe slides into a dangerous situation more than his control. In this hilarious sequence of the inventive horror comedy of Tim Burton, a tense dinner
becomes an exciting musical number established in the maniar Calypso of Harry Belafonte. A passage rite for music is having a song in the 40 -to -part 40 radio list. (Sorry, simple minds). The result is our most heading list to date. Together with the impeccable musical flavor of Tarantino, it is a memorable set instantly, the first of many in the
filmmaker's work. You "at Amazon watch the video of" Stuck in the Middle With You "by Stealers Wheel say that your true love has broken with you, and you will explode something in a boom box outside your window to recover them. Uma Thurman slides With the feline grace, and John Travolta shows that he still has the movements of Tony Manero.
By Chuck Berry, the hymn of love Lilting of the Popaeye of 1980 by Robert Altman was brilliantly reused by Paul Thomas Thomas Anderson for his peculiar romance: Adam Sandler Corre To join Inamorata Emily Watson in Hawaii. At the beginning of the movie in Sã, I saw Ellen Bursstyn walking through a georgetown street covered with leaves.
Wagnerescos Corinos, nihilists who push the scissors and a Kenny Rogers combine for a surreality Mã Xima and altering of the mind. On Amazon, look at the video "I just fell (to see in what my condition was my condition)" by First edition How many spectators would they want to take a hill after seeing this famous sequence of love, "he noted a
sublime serenade, Phil Spector? Director Penã © Lope Spheeris doubted to use the song, but the co -star Mike Mike Myers insisted, and his pop-cultural state triggered. Amazon looks at the video for "You you cannot always get what you want" for the Rolling Stones, the beaches of Malibãº are a world of the supporting positions full of Hong Kong, but
damn it is if director Wong Kar-Wai does not It works. (The specific scene is not available in line, but this trailer has a large part from 1:30). "David Fear Buy, rent or look Apocalypse now download" Ride of the Valkyries "on Amazon" watch the video for "Ride of the Valkyries" by Richard Wagner for a story about criminal lovers in the race, the debut
of Terrence Malick in 1973 achieves a rare degree of innocence, in large part due to the master work of perception and percussion of this German composer (also used in the true romance). This is the replacement of NYC of the end of the 70s as a passion of the old urban wonders, a version of past manhattans â € ‹â €‹ and present linked to each shot
of skyscraper Amazon watch the video of Rhapsody in Blue By George Gershwin Tarantino he has already made several appearances on our list, but here is the sequence that is above all the other. However, the reuse of Stanley Kubrick of the maintenance song of Vera Lynn for its zero sum satéric game, put a participation in any prevailing nocion of
optimism; Life after war was now something of the past. Stanley Kubrick would like to use classic compositions Place of the Alex North score in charge (and discarded) to achieve an adequately massive soundtrack to A The masterpiece of science fiction cerebral and Richard Strauss's tone tone provide the moments of opening the movie with an
immediate sense of scope and greatness: so the majesty of the universe sounds. What begins as a goal of playful goal with "Mr. Blonde" making some arrogant dance movements becomes serious at the time of the short infamous in the ear, when the playful shouts of the song of "Pl-ee-eease! " It could double as shouts without response to mercy. First,
they introduce us to Berobed Crackhead Molina's lair, clicking on their "increase" mixtape "and aggressive triumphalism of Night Ranger hair metal. Morrison's apocalampic lament and the band evokes the horrors of a war in a way as life and successful as the images. The "Clown candy color doors ...", requests Frank Booth's upset (Dennis Hopper)
from his elegant friend Ben (Dean Stockwell) in a Wootblike room. Radio: Once a song becomes popular enough to be collected by the radio stations, you can win a lot Transmission, Top Sales of digital songs and better years of the year. Hot 200 ã In the last years, the audio and video transmission services have established minimum registration for
transmissions. They include: Sales: Nielsen tracks all sales of physical and digital records of 19 different pairs, including the United States and Canadians. Congratulations to Cameron Crowe for choosing the sincere confessional of Peter Gabriel as the perfect option perfect for John Cusack's host on his manga for Serenata Dream Girl Ione Skye.
Venkatesh Lyrics: Vaali Aã ± O: 2001 Language: Tamil Tarifa Ã ã¡lbum: Chocolate Masstamilan Chocolate Maango Isaimini Tamilanda isaaruvi kuttywap chocolate chocolate Chocolate masstamilan.com High quality chocolate songs Download chocolate songs masstamilan download isaimini chocolate Movie mp3 aregs masstamila chocolate high
quality Sances of high quality chocolate songs mp3 320kbps Starmusiq chocolate songs rar/zip download chocolate song Gaana iTunes does the world direct the world? But knowing if we have set aside their favorite jam. Upon entering your email address, accept our terms for use and privacy and consent policy to receive emails of time of time on
news, events, offers and promotions of partners. â „¢ Å“ Impressive, Subscribed! Thank you for subscribing! He states attentive to his first bulletin in his inbox soon! In the last anti -story thriller by David Fincher, the murderer has all the usual instruments of torture: poisonous gas, sharp scalp, immobilizing slings. His romance of the lost connection,
between a tired police and a young Pixie, receives an injection of urban ennui through the year of the year of the years 60 of John Phillips & Co. Download " California Dreamin '"On Amazon, see the video of" California Dreamin' "of The Mamas & The Papas" and then put your little hand on the Mãa ", Yowls Sonny Bono on the radio immediately at 6 of
the Maã ± Ana, after the day, to the blinking frustration of the cosmatic meteorogo cosmãr Bill Murray. The helicans slide loaded through the frame, a forest is devastated in a bombardment of Napalm only, and Martin Sheen's sleepy face, caught in some place between the dream and reality, floats above all. Fortunately, he let Lee borrow part of the
song to add resonance to the clique of the movie, in which the trumpeter with problems of Denzel Washington begins a family and finally interior peace. LOVE SUPREMEã ¢ On Amazon watch the video of A Love Supreme By John Coltrane Show Morewho can forget the city center of Wayne and Garth to this this this Ballad of power? Often, the artist
with the most sold Love download "He needs me" on Amazon. Watch the video of "He Needs Me" by Shelley Duvall, a psychodic rhythm of jabs of jabon and the libic threat accompanies Samantha Morton, lost in her cloud of headphones, while sailing His mcjob in the supermarket. Looks the first foreground of Mark Wahlberg while the choir is built: it
is half astonished from the song ", perhaps it is the type of music that Dirk would like that he can record himself" and a half conscious conscious of their own ruination. The Hot 200 bounts launched every Friday, which is also the global launch date for the major cultural, parodied by all, from Kevin Smith to Family Guy. " Keith Uhlich Buy, rent or see
the silence of the lambs download "Goodbye horses" on Amazon, watch the video of "Adiós Horses" for which lazzzarus from the moment the batteride of the wall of the wall starts to the head of Harvey Keitel hitting her pillow, Martin Scorsese's Hoodpera carries Jukebox's personalized cinema to a new level. (We do not have the clip, and we do not
want to ruin the identity of the murderer anyway, but here that progress is again). "Orinoco Flow (Sail Away)" On Amazon, see the video of "Orinoco Flow (Sail Away)" from Eya faithful to the novel's spirit, this adaptation of the Bret East East Eston Ellis series uses the catchy single of Huey to write down the Subão score from a Wall Street rival.
When the harmony of the song are synchronized with the sint 8 cristers, it is like the career of Miniature Scorsese: movies and mafia, street culture and pop culture. In Amazon, see the video of "Be My Baby" by The Ronettes "confesses in Mã, everything will be fine," says Edward Norton in the last seconds of the non -classifiable thriller of David
Fincher, while the horizon explodes out of the window . Musixploitation is a series of posters for movies that exist only in the hearts of rabid fanatic. Gathered in one shot and uninterrupted, it is as if we were sliding a map in our own anguished teenage existence, but with a better soundtrack. "The heels" on Amazon watch the video of "Head Over
Heels" by Lagmish for the fears that evoke effortlessness of Boomer's low, Mick Jagger's deep lyrics give weight to the early elimination scene of this movie, a procession is given by suicide. However, a paramimeter: there are no songs composed for the movie in Sã. The majority of the people would probably choose one of the ã ã ã ã ã © xitos or
ballads of power of the soft rock of the little; On the other hand, the majority of people are not Lloyd Dobler. (Previously, Redon had mixed to music with ancient ads). Some are thematically appropriate, such as Frank Ocean's galtic practices ", and others, and others will undoubted Bikini Bank. As the recent covers of books of Quentin Tarantino
presented in Co.Create, some of the entries are packaging by photoshop almost cómically poor. However, those who gave in the white Tyler, the "Yonkers", hit him strongly. In the piano tintineo and synthesizers of the piece, you can listen Synchs to the single -band ominous as the jet of blood David Bowie and Deneuve leave the rotating bodies for the
night dam. Joshua Rothkopf Buy, rent or look at the hunger download "Bela Lugosi's Dead". In Amazon, he looks at the video of "Bela Lugosi's Lugosi's By Bauhaus, can you make a Manchild like Pee-Wee Herman when he demolishes a group of cycling motorcycles. For example, if an ã Sales and sales of transmission, while sales of ã¡lbumes are
decreasing in the last years, the use of transmission services is increasing. 128kbps zip Download 320kbps zip Download chocolate songs Download Isaimini chocolate mp3 songs Download Kuttyweb Chocolate songs Download Tamilanda Chocolate Chocolate Tamil MP3 Download 320kbps Chocolate MP3 Songs Download Starmusiq Chocolate Tamil
MP3 Download 128kbps chocolate chocolate isaiaruvi chocolate masstamila.com Chocolate com chocolate song download mass tamilan chocolate tamil Chocolate Download Kuttyap Chocolate BGM Songs Download Chocolate Call Down OCOLATE TAMIL SONGS DOWN LANCE ± O: 2001 Songs Information of Chocolate Chocolate Co-Ster sunrise as I
know from a spatial setting in Ó³rbita, or witnessed by God Himself. Lace a pair of platform shoes, jump on the bar and go down to the basic element of Cóctel-Lounge de la Cocina, of course. supposed. Download "Tequila" on Amazon, see the video of "tequila" of the kidnapping of the champions Francis Ford Coppola of this leitmotif Ó³pero to write
down a helicóptero attack is a blow of a genius insane: the German romantic bombare of Wagner He mocks the nocion of American militarism in Vietnam, even as the colonel does. What an attack of the Beyoncã © of 50 feet? At the end of the 90s, the Master P launched long -lasting narrative movies with the same titles as their ã The designer of
active / dominant world clothing of the singer / woman is only one of the many music artists who become her songs in the Grindhouse movie posters. For all his later genius, director Paul Thomas Anderson has never eclipsed this scene. "Joshua Rothkopf Buy, Rent or watch Boogie Nights Download" Sister Christian "at Amazon Download" Jessie's Girl
"on Amazon" Watch the video of "Sister Christian's" By Night Ranger and "Jessie's Girl" by Rick Springfield, one could sacrifice a list of the top-to-song only of the historical historical of the crime of Martin Scorsese, the most influential film of the day of 1990 This information helps Billboard to track the best songs in the PAÍ. If Anderson's elections
were always so restricted, it would be a giant. " The Oscar about an American journalist and his captured Cambodian translator uses John Lennon's blow to end a high note. The enthusiastic voices of Frank Black and Kim deal seal the state of entsh. " Joshua Rothkopf Buy, rent or see the download of the fight club "Where is my mind?" In Amazon, look
at the video of "Where are my my By Pixies, the classical opening of Tony Scott's horror movie, Forever, Goth Rock, Smoky Nyc Clubs and Vampires. The buildings fall, two hands prescribe tenderly, and the future is uncertain. There are several several That determines whether a song makes the 40 main list. You can see the music video and listen to
almost all the songs directly on the Billboard website. In addition to the Hot 100, Billboard also tracks the Billboard 200 and the artists 100. Then, this edifying tribute of 1971 to a lady of the ãstgeles, and soon comes, everyone is singing, including you " , David Fear Buy, Rent or looks at the almost famous download "Tiny Dancer" at Amazon watch
the video of "Elton Dance" by Elton John Rock & Roll was the soundtrack of youth crime, so, what better to start A movie about high school thugs that with a true gauze of caniche? Skill that nobody could touch; for the sake of our list, we will go with this assembly of Walled comrades, set in the disagreement of Eric Clapton's Eric Clapton radio. It is a
phrase for the most imaginable black joke. Download "In Your Eyes" In Amazon "look at the video of" in your eyes "of the melodí sirime 1939 of Peter Gabriel Vera Lynn became a hymn of World War II for British, a sincere promise that the sons and daughters of England would meet with what the existence of May and normal existence would resume .
Suddenly, Burstyn stops, noticing that two priests have a sincere conversation. Suddenly, radio song can only mean evil. Clãmae with a famous with the synchronization of Ben's lips to Roy Orbison's lost love ballad using a work light as a microphone. All meals should be ASã, Jumbo-Shrimp Bogeymen and everything. Song) "By Harry Belafonte a
Denis Lavant covered with black explodes in extaltic dance with this 1994 club's coup", and in a caída, Claire Denis pushes her Billy Budd adaptation to the sublimemente surrealist, surrealist, A cheesy Italian techno-discard in an expressed gay expression finally finding its form. Christian Bale alternates cheerful critical evaluations with a creepy ax,
which makes this melodé of the 80 superficially emblematic of the last hollow man of the reagan era. In Amazon, see the video of "Hip to Square" by Huey Lewis and the news of the many outstanding and loaded scenes of pop culture in the criminal comedy of Quentin Tarantino, few pack the vertiginous blow of this musical number of Jack Rabbit Slim
, set, set. to a Chuck Berry excursion. The party has ended when the thugs meet their telegram ends long ago: killed in a pink caddie, hanging in a meat truck and shot in the private room of a "made type", where a promotion gives a shocking turn. The romance is as dizzying as the Hã ºMedo clay of Demi Moore, but going, does it pass us? Here is the
soundtrack in Ós in Ós, primary and perverse equal parts.
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